Alfa
Edel pilsner 5%
And Union
Unfiltered lager (5%)
Fress lager with citrus flavor
Steph Weiss (5%)
Unfiltered weiss with tropical
fruit flavor
Friday IPA (6,5%)
Fresh, hoppy, caramalised malt
Black lager (5%)
Rich dark roasted. Dark fruit
Sunday pale ale (5,5%)
Blood orange, rich malt
Yeasty Boys
Bigmouth session IPA (4,4%)
Fruity aromatic and tastfull IPA
Gunnamatta earl grey IPA (6,5%)
IPA with earl grey tea

2,50
4,95
4,95
4,95
4,95
4,95

5,25
5,25

Brothers in law
Australian pale ale (5,8%)
Citrus, tropical fruit
Lowlander IPA (6%)
Citrus, hoppy and bitter
Lowlander White Ale (5%)
Refreshing and crisp with a
fruity and flowery finish
Lowlander Ginger & Kaffir (2,5%)
ginger, kaffir lime, cardamom,
darjeeling tea en beer infusion
Poesiat en Kater IPA (6,5%)
Jam-packed with piney
and woodsy flavors
Poesiat en Kater Kaintz Tripel (8%)
Lemon aroma, sorachi ace hops
and fruitiness flavor
Poesiat en Kater Session IPA (3,1%)
Full body and juiced with citrus
and tropical fruit hops
Poesiat en Kater Pale Ale (5,7%)
A wildly citrus and floral pale ale
LOADED with amarillo hop additions
Van de Streek Hazy Hop Art IPA (5%)
Citrus, hazy, fruity
Van de Streek Splash Session IPA (4,5%)
Fruity, light, freshhh

5,00

0.0%
Heineken 0.0%
Hoegaarden Wit 0.0%

2,50
3,00

5,25
LOADED TAP TABLE
5,25
5,25
5,25

Say what?! At Loaded you can book a table
with your own beer tap. Come on over
with your friends, your colleagues or any
other fun group of people to tap your own
beer! Additional advantage: no waiting for
the waiter! Craving for some good festival
food while pouring your beers? Check the
Tap Table Menu below for our amazing deals:

5,25
So, how does it work?
5,25

- €9,- per liter
(the cost for a full 20 liter cask/keg is €180,-)

5,25

- Add the Tap Table Menu for €19,75 p.p.
(including Loaded nachos, a burger of choice,
Loaded fries and a grand dessert)

5,25
5,25

Interested? Ask us for some more
information or to make a reservation!

